Make Your Own Math Vocabulary Crossword
Create a crossword puzzle using at least 25 vocabulary words found in your Math textbook. The clues
for the answers are the definitions of each Math word. A completed vocabulary crossword puzzle in either a
separate file or page MUST be included as your answer key.
This is not a word search so ALL words must cross or connect at common letters. The puzzle must be
labeled with the appropriate down or across titles.
You MUST use an excel spreadsheet either from Microsoft Office or Google docs. Proficiency with
computers, software, and technology in general is vital as you advance into high school and college. Using
graph paper is not allowed.
You MAY NOT use an online puzzle generator or copy a puzzle from a different source. If you are
found to have done either of these, in part or in whole, you will earn a grade of zero for the project.
I strongly suggest you begin this project early and ask questions before the deadline.

Scoring Rubric
Crossword Puzzle (40 points ~ 10 points for each criteria)
Uses at least 25 words from current Math textbook
All words connect via common letters
All rows and columns are correctly labeled with either "up" or "down"
Uses Excel in either Microsoft Office or Google Drive
Clues (40 points ~ 10 points for each criteria)
All clues match appropriate word in puzzle
Clues are factually accurate
Clues are on opposite side of paper as the crossword puzzle
Clues are typed
Answer Key (10 points ~ 5 points for each criteria)
Answer Key matches the crossword puzzle exactly
Answer Key is typed and letters centered in cells
Project Submission (10 points)
Crossword turned in via appropriate format
(paper copy handed to teacher, e-mail PDF file, or share using Google)
Name and homeroom number included on puzzle
BONUS: (10 points extra credit)
Project turned in NO LATER than Friday, April 11th by 3:09pm

